...Oggie in beautiful spaces.
Oggie excellence.

At Oggie we strive for excellence in everything we do. Our focus is on craftsmanship and offering extraordinary products that will inspire our customers.

Our commitment to uncompromising service has led to a loyal client base including many of Africa’s leading architects, designers and property developers.

Oggie are the largest importer of oak flooring and cladding in Africa.

We have design showrooms in Cape Town, Johannesburg and Durban.

Kloof 145
Architect: SAOTA
Interior Design: Cecile & Boyd
Image: Adam Letch
At Oggie we care about your project and our real-wood experts are here to help you. As leaders in the market, we understand the dynamics of wood and will recommend the right products to enhance your designs.

Our work preserves heritage handcrafted traditions whilst utilising modern technologies to guarantee product quality and efficiency. Each plank is hand-finished, planed, brushed, smoked, coloured and measured to the highest standards.

...our difference.
Onyx Penthouse, Cape Town CBD
Developer: Signatura
Architect: Robert Silke and Partners
FSC is an independent, non-government, not-for-profit organization established to promote the responsible management of the world’s forests.

Oggie is subjected to regular audits by SGS, the world’s leading inspection, verification, testing and certification company. SGS is recognized as the global benchmark for quality and integrity. Once successfully audited, SGS awards the FSC certificate to compliant organizations.

The FSC certificate confirms that Oggie supplies products sourced from certified and compliant manufacturing facilities.
Zimbali Estate
Architect: Bloc Architects.
Camissa House, Higgovale.
Interior Design: Make Studio.
We can develop customised solutions, like personalised colour nuances, custom-sized wall panels, or hand-crafted texture finishes. The Oggie Lab boasts the most technologically advanced colour-finishing plant in Africa, using world-class Dutch manufacturing technologies. The Oggie Lab boasts an offering of over 2000 custom colour finishes. Oggie offer extra-ordinary dimensions ranging in sizes from 190-400mm widths and 1900-5000mm lengths. The engineered Oak floors have a 3mm to 6mm wear layer above the tongue and groove and are made with 10-20mm thick wood, including multi-layer construction.
Hermanus.
Architect: Wynand Wilsenach Architects.
...our service commitment.

When it comes to delivering on your product selection, Oggie have the largest stock holding in Africa with a comprehensive delivery service. Our delivery team is renowned for being reliable and punctual.
Forty on L.
Wood is a living material and Oggie handles it with due respect, which is why we do all that we can to ensure the high quality of all our products.

We work with construction supervisors, architects and designers to create architecturally outstanding interiors. We have Oggie approved installation teams all over the world that we work in partnership with.
Mount Babylon Wine Estate.
Architect: ADsquared.
Newlands.
Architect & Interior Design: Zeanne & Goss.
Camps Bay.
Irene, Pretoria.

Oak Patterns & Panels
To see the full range of colour finishes, visit our showrooms, or log onto www.oggieflooring.com.

CHERRY
Available in any colour finish
Size: 15/4 x 300 x 1848

CHEVRON
Available in any colour finish
Size: 15/4 x 122 x 610

HERRINGBONE
Available in any colour finish
Size: 15/4 x 190 x 1900

PLANK
Available in any colour finish
Size: 15/4 x 300 x 1848

VERSAILLES
Available in any colour finish
Size: 18/4 x 800 x 800

WOCA 20% EXTRA
Wood products need be strengthened and stimulated to stay in the same condition as the day they were installed. By maintaining the wood with natural penetrating oil, WOCA can help keep the wood’s natural color and provide strength and longevity. Well-maintained wood looks better. It’s easier to wash and clean and more consistent to maintain.

You can schedule an appointment for an Oggie Care Ambassador to give you on-site advice on how best to maintain and care for your Oggie products.

...Oggie cares for your floor.

Oggie partners with WOCA Denmark, the world’s leading wood care company. WOCA Denmark produces the best and strongest system of both finishing and maintenance wood care products.

Wood products must be strengthened and stimulated to stay in the same condition as the day they were installed. By maintaining the wood with natural penetrating oil, WOCA can help keep the wood’s natural color and provide strength and longevity. Well-maintained wood looks better. It’s easier to wash and clean and more consistent to maintain.

You can schedule an appointment for an Oggie Care Ambassador to give you on-site advice on how best to maintain and care for your Oggie products.
La Colombe Restaurant.
Internos: Bone Interior Design Studio.